ON GRAPHICAL REGULAR REPRESENTATIONS OF CYCLIC EXTENSIONS OF GROUPS

WlLFRIED IMRICH AND MARK E. WATKINS
A simple graph X is said to be a graphical regular representation (GRR) of an abstract group G if the automorphism group of X is a regular permutation group and is isomorphic to G. If a group Gι is a cyclic extension of a group G which admits a GRR, the question is posed whether G 1 also admits a GRR. Nowitz and Watkins have given an affirmative answer if Gt is non-abelian and finite and the index [Gχi G] ^ 5. This paper applies some new graph theoretical techniques to investigate the problem if [G t : G] = 2, 3 or 4, whether or not Gι is finite. As long as G x is non-abelian, an affirmative answer can again be given except in only finitely many unresolved cases.
1* Introduction* A simple graph X with vertex set V(X) and automorphism group A(X) is a graphical regular representation (GRR) of the group G if (i) G ~ A(X) and (ii) A(X) acts on V(X)
as a regular permutation group; that is, given u, v e V(X) 9 there exists a unique φ e A(X) such that φ(u) = v. The graph X is a GRR if it is a GRR of some group.
A number of authors have investigated the question as to which finite groups G admit a GRR. A complete and easily stated solution is known in case G is abelian (see [10] , [1] , and [4] ). If G is non-abelian, the problem is more difficult and the results that have emerged to date seem to fall far less readily into a neat pattern, (see [6] , [11] , [7] , [8] , [12] , and [13] ). Nonetheless certain general principles appear to take form. For example, we are tempted to conjecture that if G admits a GRR and G <\G t where G is non-abelian, then G 1 admits a GRR. In particular, it has been shown [7, Theorem 1] 
that:
If G admits a GRR and if the non-abelian group G 1 is a cyclic extension of G such that the index [G x : G] ^ 5, then G 1 admits a GRR.
The techniques of [7] are inadequate, however, if [G t : G] = 2, 3 or 4, which is the task of the present paper. Elements of orders 2 and 3 have generally posed extra difficulties in the work on this problem. Thus [8, Theorem 2] :
Every non-abelian finite group whose order is coprime to 6 admits a GRR. 461 Only affirmative answers are obtained for the existence of a GRR if [Gv G] = 2, 3 or 4. While the results are not complete, as in [7] and [8] , the number of unresolved cases is finite, the results being "complete" if \G\ is sufficiently large. This fits in with another emerging principle that the only "large" groups not admitting a GRR are either abelian or generalized dicyclic (see [6] and [11] ).
In §2 notation will be introduced. The main result of the section (Theorem 1) is a graph theoretical result that bypasses the obstacles due to elements of orders 2 and 3 encountered in [7] .
In §3 existence of a GRR is demonstrated when G (a group with a GRR) is extended to a non-abelian group by the cyclic groups C 2 and C 4 , provided G satisfies any of a variety of conditions. One such sufficient condition is simply that | G \ > 32.
In §4 the group G is extended by C 3 . The existence of a GRR follows when | G \ > 36 as well as when | G | assumes certain smaller values and satisfies certain conditions. 2* Preliminaries* The letter X will always denote a finite simple graph (except as noted in Corollary 1A below, where X is infinite) with vertex set V(X), edge set E(X), and automorphism group A(X). The complementary graph of X relative to the complete graph on \V(X)\ vertices will be denoted by X r . Thus A(X) and A(X') are identical, even as permutation groups. If u e V(X), the stabilizer of u is the subgroup The valence (degree) of the vertex u is denoted p(u). The graph X is said to be p-valent if p(u) = p for all u e V(X), and X is isovalent if X is p-valent for some cardinal p. (We depart here from the more conventional term "regular", which serves in another capacity in this paper.)
The letter G (with or without a subscript) will always denote a finite group. Its automorphism group will be denoted by Aut (G), its center by Z{G), and its identity element by e. The cyclic group of order n will be denoted by C n and the dihedral group of order 2n by D n . If K is a subset of G, then (K) represents the subgroup of G generated by K. If geG, the order of g is o(g) = |<0>|. The exponent of G, abbreviated by exp (G), is the least common multiple of the orders of the elements of G.
The letter H (with or without a subscript) will always denote a subset of the group G (bearing the same subscript, if any) with the following three properties:
The Cayley graph X G)H of G with respect to His the graph with and [x, y] e E(X G>H ) if and only if y = xh for some h e H. A Cayley graph X -X G;II is always connected, and since A(X) contains all left-multiplications by elements of G, it is transitive on V(X). If X is a GRR of G and |G| > 2, then X must be a Gayley graph X GtH for some H, (see [9, Theorem 2] ). Moreover, if X is a GRR of G, then so is X\ and X is ^-valent with 3 ^ p ^ | V(X) | -4, (see [13, Lemma 1] ). The group G is in Class I if G admits a GRR. It is in Cίαss 27 if for each H there exists φ e Aut (G) such that φ[H] = iί but 9? is not the identity. These two classes are disjoint [11, Theorem 1] , and it has been conjectured that every finite group is in one of these two classes.
To prove that a given Cayley graph X = X G , H is a GRR of G, it suffices to show (see [7, Corollary 2.4] ) that for some set KaH such that (K) = G, (2.2) F(X)\F X cTF x .
Arbitrarily choose and fix c e FΛZΛ. It will be shown that c e WΊ, which together with (2.2) implies that W 1 = V(X), contrary to the assumption that [W u , W q ] is nontrivial, and the theorem will follow. Suppose e g W λ . By (2.2) , c e V 1 and so c is adjacent in X tô
Suppose X is |O-valent. Then by consideration of a vertex in F P it is easily seen that
Also, in the light of (2.2),
Now c is adjacent in X to ^^ vertices in W x . Hence by (2.1), (2.3) , and (2.4) , the number of vertices of W 1 to which c is adjacent in X' is at least For integers n ^ 2, k ^ 1, define v(n, k) to be the smallest integer for which it holds that whenever Xe &* ntkf X is a GRR, and
The following is immediate.
COROLLARY IB. If n ^ 2 and k^>l, then v(n, k) S kn(n + 2) .
The inequality in Corollary IB is not necessarily as strong as possible. While the authors have no uniform procedure for determining v(n, k) in general, improvements over the corollary exist in special cases. For example, Corollary IB gives only y(3, 1) 1 5 and v(2, 2) ^ 16. The following stronger results will be used in § §3 and 4. Let Ti denote the subgraph of X induced by the vertices in V< Π Wi(i = 1, 2). If p = 6, then T, is totally disconnected. If p = 7, then each Γ^ consists of two edges without common end-point.
Consider the permutation β on V{X) whose cyclic decomposition is given by Since β has fixed-points without being the identity, β $ A{X), for A(X) is a regular permutation group. But clearly β e A(X) when p = 6, and the verification is straightforward when | 0 = 7.
The result in Theorem 1 is far more general than is required for the applications in the next two sections. Actually, a rather narrow formulation is involved repeatedly. In the interest ultimately of economy, we here formulate that application in the following way: LEMMA 3. Let G be a group in Class I. Let n ^ 2 and k ^ 1 be given and suppose \G\ > v(n, k Proof. If X = X GrH is a GRR of G, then so is X'. Since | F(X)| = |G| > v(n, k), at most one of X and X' belongs to &> n , k by definition of v{n, k). For definiteness, suppose X$ &* n , k .
Assume the remainder of the hypothesis. That X* = X is immediate from the definition of a Cayley graph. Let φeA (Y) .
Choose one of the subgraphs X 3 and let REMARK. The reader should not infer that condition (c) is necessary if IGI = 16 or 32, but merely that the profusion of groups of orders 16 and 32 not satisfying (ii) and of their cyclic extensions not satisfying (i) renders a case-by-case study inordinately tedious and without anticipation of surprising outcome. Theorem 2 is stated in the given form merely to convey as much information as possible.
Groups of order 16 have been classified (see [12] ) and exactly two such groups both are in Class I and fail to satisfy (ii). There are six groups G 1 of order 32 failing to satisfy (i) which are extensions of these two exceptional groups of order 16. There are more than 100 groups G ι of order 64 failing to satisfy (i) which are extensions of those groups G of order 32 failing to satisfy (ii). For a complete list of such groups, see [3] .
Proof. First consider the case where there exists an element b e G,\G of order 2. Since G is in Class I and G £ C 2 , we have |G| 1 2 (see [7, 1.10] .2), G contains the central subgroup M = (K) of order divisible by 4, leaving only 20, 24, and 28 as possible orders of G. If | G | = 20 or 28, then GjM is cyclic. But then G is abelian but not an elementary abelian 2-group, contrary to the hypothesis that G is in Class I.
Suppose finally that | G \ = 24. It suffices to prove that G is abelian, for then it cannot be in Class I. There exists an element α e G of order 3. We show first that
Since d 2 y (dαf e K, one has immediately that This shows that a e Z(G). Therefore, the subgroup (M U {a}) is central and has order 12, which is possible only if G is abelian. This concludes the proof of the theorem.
REMARKS. 1. Except in the case where G is abelian, Theorem 2 generalizes the result of Watkins and Nowitz [13] that the direct product of C 2 with any group in Class I other than C 2 is also in Class I. 
If G o is non-abelian, it is in Class I by Theorem 2, and therefore so is (?!• We have only to consider the case where G o is abelian. Then G is abelian, and since G is in Class I, we have G = (C 2 ) fc+1 with k *> 5 because \G\ > 32. If δ 4 = e, the group G o is an elementary abelian 2-group and so is in Class I. Then G ι is also in Class I by Theorem 2. We can therefore assume that δ 4 Φ e. As δ 4 e G and exp (G) -2, we have o(δ) = 8.
Denote by K the subgroup of G such that
fc is in Class I since A ^ 5. If K <\ G 19 then G, is an extension of K by C 8 and is in Class I by [7, Theorem 1] . Otherwise bK Φ Kb, and there exists an element c e K such that be Φ cb. Using this c we shall construct a GRR of G γ .
Since \G\ ^ 64 > 48 ^ v(4, 2), G admits a GRR X -Σ GιH t ^4, 2 Let φeA e (Y 1 ). By Lemma 3 (and in the same notation as in the lemma), φ fixes each vertex of X Q . In particular, φ fixes the four distinct vertices b\ bcb~\ c, and e. The only neighbors of b and be in X o are e and bcb~u, the vertices δ 2 and b~2 have the neighbors e and δ 4 e F(X 0 ); and δ" 1 and cδ" 1 are each adjacent to e and CG V(X O ). Therefore, φ fixes each F(X*) setwise. As δ is adjacent to δ 2 but not to δ~2, while δc is adjacent to neither δ 2 nor δ~2, it is clear that φ cannot interchange δ with be. 
, and if \G\ = 24 or 36, ί/^w exp(G) ^ 6.
Proof, (a) By hypothesis, |G| ^ 12. Lemmas 1 and 3 imply that G has a GRR X = X G , H ί ^* 8>1 . Assuming condition (a), let fζ. = ίί U {δ, δ" 1 } and form Y o = -3^,*,. Let φ e A e (Yo) By Lemma 3 (and in the same notation as in the lemma), ψ fixes each vertex of X Q . It suffices to prove that φ fixes δ (and hence δ" 1 ). We suppose not, and so φ interchanges δ with δ" 1 . Lemma 3 further implies that φ maps the subgraphs X 1 and X^ isomorphically onto each other.
Since the only neighbor of δ" 1 lying in X x is δ~2, ^(δ~2) must be the unique neighbor of δ = φ{b~ι) lying in X__ 19 namely 6 2 . But δ 3 e V(X Q ) is fixed by φ, and so φ interchanges its neighbors V e V(X λ ) with b 2 e V{X^). Thus φ(V) = b 2 = φ(b~2), whence ¥ = b~\ or ¥ = e, contrary to assumption.
(b) In the light of (a) above, it may be assumed that (4.1) o{u) = 3 or 6 for all u e G,\G .
If o(u) = 6, then o(u 2 ) = 3. So we may always select an element d e GL\G of order 3. Write the coset decomposition G x -G U dG U d~xG.
We shall now prove that: (4.2) .
We now assume the hypothesis (b). By Corollary IB and Lemma 3, G has a GRR X = X GtH £ <^3, 2 Select δ, c fulfilling (4.2) . Let H, = if U {6, ί>~\ c, c" 1 } and form the Cayley graph Y 1 = X GltHl .
Let φe A e (Yi). As in all the previous cases, φ fixes each vertex of X Q , in particular 6c" 2 -e , which we assume to hold. If G contains an element g such that g Q Φ β, then, as previously noted, we may choose c = gb. Substitution into (4.5) , however, implies that g 2 = β. Assume that g Q -e for all g eG. Inasmuch as the group (C 2 ) 5 and all groups of order 36 with exponent 6 are exempted from consideration, no cases are lost if one assumes that |G| > 45. Thus it may be assumed that X<£ ^3 >8 In addition to δ, c e dG chosen according to (4.2) , we select an additional element f edG such that / 6 {6, δcδ" 1 , δc^δ, b~ιc~\ c, cbc~\ dr% c 2 b~1} .
Redefine H x = H\J {δ, δ" 1 , c, c~\ f, f' 1 } and form Y 2 -X Gι , Hι . One can verify straightforwardly that despite the additional edges, δc"
1 and e still have no common neighbors in X_ x and that δ and c remain their only common neighbors in X λ . Since / is the only neighbor in X 1 of e which is not a neighbor of δc" 1 , φ(f) -f. Thus φ fixes pointwise the set H\J {/} which generates G λ . Hence φ is the identity and Y 2 is a GRR of G.
(c) Let G 1 -Gx C 3 . We first suppose that G contains an element g such that g
6 Φ e. There exists an element c e Gy\G such that c 3 = e. The two vertices whose valence in Y e is 5 are t and ί" 1 , but only t~ι has exactly one neighbor t~ιιι~ι of valence 2. Therefore, φ fixes both of these vertices and hence all vertices in the subgroup (t, u) generated by them. Then φ fixes the second neighbor t 2 s of t whose valence in Y e is 2. But G 1 = (t% t, u) , and so ψ is the identity and Y is a GRR of G,.
If G = D 6 , we represent G, = C 3 x A by s 6 = f = u* = e, tst = s~\ su -us, tu = ut .
Then G x is generated by
Define Y, Y β , and ^ as in the preceding paragraph. In this case (see Figure 2 ) φ fixes ts~ι since it is the only vertex whose valence in Y e is 4. Its only neighbor with valence 5 (in Y e ) is tu and with valence β is t. But (έs" 1 , ί, tu) = Gi, and so, as before Y is a GRR of G x . REMARKS 1. When \G\ ^30, the only cyclic extensions by C 3 which we have considered here are the direct products of C 3 with the various groups G in Class L Some of the other cases are readily dispensed with. For example, if |G| = 14, 22 or 26, then G λ is squarefree and is in Class I by Lemma 4. There is a semi-direct product G λ of D 6 by C 3 given by s 6 = f = u 3 = e, tst = s~\ su = us, u~ιtu = ts 2 .
If one lets JE^ = {s, s" 1 , ί, is" 1 , w, u~\ tu~\ ts 2 u}, then the Cayley graph X GvIIl is a GRR of G λ .
2. All cyclic extensions by C 3 of the two Class I groups G of order 16 with exponent 8 are in Class I. Indeed in the light of (a), we need consider only the semi-direct product. First G is generated by s and t where s 8 = f = e, ίsί = t m , m = 3 or 7 (mod 8) .
Pick c e Gi\G such that c 3 = β. The subgroup generated by s is the only cyclic subgroup of order 8 and so is invariant. We have c^sc = s j where o(s j ) = 8. Thus f = 1 (mod 8), and the only solution is j = 1 (mod 8). But G 1 = G x C 3 is known to be in Class I by part (c). The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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